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Alleviating Dirty-window-effect in Medium
Frame-Rate Binary Video Halftones
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Abstract—A video display device having a lower number of
bits per pixel than that required by the video to be displayed
quantizes the video prior to its display. Halftoning can perform
this quantization while attempting to reduce the visibility of
certain quantization artifacts. Quantization artifacts are, nev-
ertheless, not eliminated. A temporal artifact known as dirty-
window-effect can be commonly observed in medium frame-
rate binary video halftones. In this paper, we propose video
halftone enhancement algorithms to reduce dirty-window-effect.
We assess the performance of the proposed algorithms by pre-
senting objective measures for dirty-window-effect in the original
and the improved halftone videos. The expected contributions
of this paper include three medium frame-rate binary video
halftone enhancement algorithms that (1) reduce dirty-window-
effect under a spatial quality constraint, (2) reduce dirty-window-
effect under a spatial quality constraint with reduced complexity,
and (3) reduce dirty-window-effect under spatial and temporal
quality constraints.

Index Terms—video halftoning, temporal artifacts, dirty-
window-effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISPLAY devices having a relatively lower number of
bits per pixel (i.e. bit-depth) cannot directly display a

video having a higher bit-depth. To have the bit-depth of the
video match that of the display device, bit-depth reduction
must be performed on the video. Video halftoning performs
this quantization while attempting to reduce the visibility of
quantization artifacts. The original (full bit-depth) video is
called the continuous-tone video, and the reduced bit-depth
video is called the halftone video.

Video halftoning algorithms generally aim to make the
halftone video perceptually as similar to the continuous-tone
video as possible [1]–[7]. The goal is to reduce the visibility
of quantization artifacts. Binary video halftones can have
both spatial and temporal artifacts. Spatial artifacts in image
halftones have received quite a bit of attention in the halftoning
literature [8]–[20]. Two temporal artifacts commonly observed
in medium frame-rate binary video halftones are flicker, and
dirty-window-effect (DWE) [1], [21]. Flicker in binary video
halftones has been discussed in [1], [3]–[6], [21]. DWE in
binary video halftones has been discussed in [1], [2].

In the generation of video halftones, reduction in the visibil-
ity of one temporal artifact can sometimes lead to an increase
in the visibility of another temporal artifact. The focus of
this paper is on reducing the visibility of DWE in medium
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frame-rate (15 to 30 frames per second) binary video halftones
produced from grayscale continuous-tone videos. This paper
describes a portion of binary video halftone enhancement
work developed in [22]. The algorithms presented in this
paper are not video halftone generation algorithms. Instead, the
proposed algorithms are designed to enhance a medium frame-
rate binary halftone video that suffers from intense DWE.
In the process of such enhancement of a halftone video, the
availability of the corresponding continuous-tone video is still
needed. To assess the results of enhancement, the objective
artifact assessment measures developed in [1] are utilized.

Dirty-window-effect in medium frame-rate binary halftone
videos has been described in detail in [1]. For binary video
halftones, DWE refers to the temporal artifact that makes the
objects look as if they were being viewed through a “dirty
window.” This artifact is disturbing to the viewer because it can
give the perception of a pattern being laid on top of the actual
video content [1]. This is why reduction of DWE is important.
DWE is a local phenomenon [1]. Consider a medium frame-
rate binary halftone video produced by halftoning a grayscale
continuous-tone video. Each frame of the halftone video is a
pattern of binary pixels. Although each pixel can only have
two values, due to the averaging properties of the human visual
system (HVS), a human viewer perceives each binary frame
as having several gray levels. Now consider a scenario where
two successive frames of the continuous-tone video differ in
content in some spatial regions. This could, for example, be the
case due to motion (between successive frames) in these spatial
regions. If the local binary patterns between the corresponding
successive halftone frames do not change “sufficiently” to
reflect the change of content (in the changing spatial regions),
DWE is likely to be observed. It is also possible that when
viewed as static frames, each frame represents a good halftone
of the corresponding continuous-tone frame. However, when
viewed in sequence, due to DWE, it might seem like the
video content is being viewed through a “dirty” window.
Said another way, DWE is caused due to the “over-stability”
of binary pixels in the temporal dimension. This excessive
stability of pixels is a problem in regions where there is a
change of content, due to motion for example.

To reduce DWE in a medium frame-rate binary halftone
video, it is desirable for the (local) binary pixel patterns to
change in spatial regions where there is any change of content
[1]. If binary pixel patterns also change in regions where
there is no change of content, then flicker might be observed
[1], [21]. Too many changes in binary pixel values between
successive halftone frames can cause perception of flicker.

In this paper, we adopt the notation introduced in [22]. The
notation, as used in this paper, is described in table I. Please
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refer back to Table I whenever needed. We let I be the total
number of frames in Vc. We also let M be the total number
of pixel rows in each frame of Vc, and N be the total number
of pixel columns in each frame of Vc.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the HVS model used in this paper. Section
III presents the design of the proposed algorithms. Section
IV evaluates the proposed algorithms by presenting and dis-
cussing the results of video halftone enhancement on several
example video sequences. Section V presents the DWE and
flicker performance of halftone videos generated using some
other algorithms. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM MODEL

The algorithms proposed in this paper attempt to reduce
DWE without degrading the perceived spatial quality of the
individual frames of the halftone video. To do so, the algo-
rithms require a perceptual measure for the spatial quality of
each halftone frame. To get this measure for the perceived
quality of a halftone frame, the proposed algorithms utilize a
spatial model for the HVS.

Different spatial HVS models have been tested for use
in image halftoning algorithms [23]–[29]. The performance
of different HVS models [30]–[33] was evaluated for direct
binary search (DBS) based halftoning in [34], and it was found
that Nasanen’s model, which gives a low-pass approximation,
produced halftones with the best subjective quality. It was
earlier shown by Mitsa and Varkur [28] that for quantitative
evaluation of halftoning applications, low-pass constrast sen-
sitivity function (CSF) performs better than a bandpass CSF.

For the reasons discussed above, in this paper, the spatial
characteristics of the HVS are modelled by a linear shift
invariant system [35], [36], represented by a two-dimensional
low-pass filter. In particular, we use Nasanen’s model [32]
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
Note, however, that the algorithms presented in this paper are
not dependent on any particular type of HVS model. Recall
that the goal of this paper is to introduce the algorithms that
enhance medium frame-rate binary video halftones. We do so
using a model of HVS that has been shown to work [34].

The general form of frequency response, Hr(fr), for Nasa-
nen’s model is

Hr(fr) = aLbe−(fr/[c ln(L)+d]) (1)

where fr is the radial spatial frequency, L is average lumi-
nance, and a, b, c, and d are constants. The unit of spatial
frequency is cycles per degree.

Let p represent the point spread function of the HVS.
The point spread function of the HVS is obtained from the
frequency response of the HVS. Ignoring the effects of the
display device, the perceived ith continuous-tone frame, C̃i,
is given by:

C̃i = Ci ∗ p (2)

where ∗ represents two-dimensional convolution.
The perceived ith halftone frame, D̃i, is given by:

D̃i = Di ∗ p (3)

The perceived ith enhanced halftone frame, D̃Ei, is given by:

D̃Ei = DEi ∗ p (4)

The ith error frame is defined as the difference of the ith

continuous-tone and halftone frames. Let Ei,d,c be the ith error
frame corresponding to the ith halftone frame Di. Each pixel
of Ei,d,c, Ei,d,c (m,n) is given by:

Ei,d,c (m,n) = Ci (m,n)−Di (m,n) (5)

The associated perceived ith error frame corresponding to the
ith halftone frame Di is given as:

Ẽi,d,c = Ei,d,c ∗ p (6)

The perceived total squared error of Di (with respect to Ci),
Ẽi,d,c,total, is defined as:

Ẽi,d,c,total =
∑
m

∑
n

∣∣∣Ẽi,d,c (m,n)
∣∣∣2 (7)

This is the (frame) error metric that will be used to constrain
the perceptual degradation that the ith halftone frame might
experience as a result of reducing DWE in the halftone video.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

This section discusses the development of three video
halftone enhancement algorithms. These algorithms are iter-
ative algorithms. This means that it might take more than one
pass to generate the enhanced output video. The algorithms
can be used to enhance medium frame-rate binary halftone
videos that suffer from excessive DWE. As inputs, the en-
hancement algorithms require the binary halftone video to be
enhanced, Vd, and the corresponding grayscale continuous-
tone video, Vc. The algorithms assume no knowledge of how
the input halftone video, Vd, is generated. The output of
each enhancement algorithm is the enhanced video, Vde, with
reduced DWE.

A. Algorithm I: Reducing Dirty-window-effect under Spatial
Quality Constraint

In this section, we develop a method to reduce DWE.
Recall that DWE is caused by “temporal overstability” of
binary pixels, in (spatial) regions that change content between
successive frames. The goal in DWE reduction is, then, to
toggle the binary pixels values between successive frames.
Generally, this would result in increased flicker.

Initially, the pixels of the output halftone video Vde are set
to be equal to the input halftone video Vd. Then, in the process
of reducing DWE, some pixels of (initial) Vde are toggled to
produce the (final) halftone video Vde to be output. Recall from
Table I that ψi denotes the ordered set of pixels that change,
as a result of enhancement, in the output halftone frame DEi.
The order in which elements appear in this set indicates the
order in which the pixels get changed. Also, recall that Ui
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Symbol Description
Vc Continuous-tone video;
Vd The corresponding halftone video;
Vde The enhanced halftone video produced by reducing artifacts in halftone video, Vd;
Ci The ith frame of continuous-tone (original) video, Vc;
Ci (m,n) Pixel located at mth row and nth column of the continuous-tone frame Ci;
C̃i The ith perceived (by a human viewer) frame of the halftone video, Vc;
C̃i (m,n) Pixel located at mth row and nth column of the perceived continuous-tone frame C̃i;
Di The ith frame of halftoned video, Vd;
Di (m,n) Pixel located at mth row and nth column of the halftone frame Di;
D̃i The ith perceived (by a human viewer) frame of the halftone video, Vd;
D̃i (m,n) Pixel located at mth row and nth column of the perceived halftone frame D̃i;
Ẽi,d,c,total The perceived total squared error of Di with respect to Ci;
DEi The ith frame of the enhanced halftone video, Vde;
DEi (m,n) Pixel located at mth row and nth column of the enhanced halftone video DEi;
D̃Ei The ith perceived (by a human viewer) frame of the enhanced halftone video, Vde;
D̃Ei (m,n) Pixel located at mth row and nth column of the perceived continuous-tone frame D̃Ei;
∆DEi,i−1 The absolute difference image for frames DEi, DEi−1;
Ẽi,de,c,total The perceived total squared error of DEi with respect to Ci;
ψi The ordered set of pixels that change in DEi as a result of enhancement;
Ui The total number of pixels that get changed in DEi as a result of enhancement;
ζi The ordered set of pixel locations corresponding to pixels in ψi.

denotes the total number of pixels that get changed in DEi
to produce the final output frame DEi. We let k index the
elements of ψi. We also let the kth pixel in the ordered set ψi
to be denoted by ui,k. ζi represents the ordered set of pixel
locations corresponding to the pixels in the set ψi. Observe
that the order of the elements of the set ζi depends on the
order of the elements of the set ψi, and that k indexes the
elements of ζi as well. We denote the kth element of ζi by
xi,k. We can then write:

Ui ≤M ·N (8)

ψi = {ui,k : 1 ≤ k ≤ Ui} (9)

|ψi| = Ui (10)

ζi = {xi,k : DEi(xi,k) ∈ ψi} (11)

|ζi| = |ψi| (12)

For i > 1, each pixel ∆DEi,i−1(m,n) of the ith absolute
difference image, ∆DEi,i−1 is given by:

∆DEi,i−1(m,n) = |DEi(m,n)−DEi−1(m,n)| (13)

Thus, ∆DEi,i−1(m,n) is binary valued.
Fig. 1 is a formal illustration of the enhancement algorithm

used to reduce DWE. We begin by setting the output enhanced
halftone video Vde to be equal to the input halftone video Vd.
The video Vde is then modified frame-by-frame starting from
its second frame, DE2, and sequentially processing the rest.
The first output frame, DE1 remains unchanged (i.e. equal to
the first input frame D1). For i ≥ 2, each final output frame

DEi gets produced by pixel-by-pixel traversing the initial
output frame DEi at those pixel locations where DEi and
DEi−1 have the same value. The traversed pixels locations
have values that could potentially cause any perceived DWE.
Note from Fig. 1 that we let ξi be the ordered set of pixel
locations that have the same values between the two adjacent
frames DEi and DEi−1. Let the elements of ξi be indexed
by j. We denote the jth element of ξi by wi,j . Note that wi,j
represents a pixel location vector. Said another way, if (m,n)
is the spatial location whose value stays the same between the
adjacent frames DEi and DEi−1, then wi,j = (m,n) for some
value of j. Observe that DEi(m,n) could more succinctly be
written as DEi(wi,j). Therefore,

ξi = {wi,j : DEi(wi,j) = DEi−1(wi,j)} (14)

The order of elements in ξi depends on pixel traversal
strategy during a particular scan of a frame. An example
traversal strategy is raster scan order. Let us take a look at
the processing of the ith enhanced halftone frame. At the start
of the first scan, the binary pixel DEi(wi,1) (of frame DEi)
is toggled. This means we are changing its value from either
a “1” to a “0” or from a “0” to a “1.” Let us call this change
a trial change. If this trial change causes the difference in the
total (squared) perceptual error between the enhanced halftone
frame DEi, and the continuous-tone frame Ci, and the total
(squared) perceptual error between the original halftone frame
Di and the continuous-tone frame Ci to be lower than or equal
to a certain threshold T0, then the pixel toggle is acceptable
and the changed value of this pixel is retained. Otherwise, the
pixel value is changed back to what it was before the trial
change (i.e. it is toggled again.). This process is carried out
at each pixel location in the set ξi until all the pixel locations
in the set ξi have been visited. This constitutes first complete
scan of the frame. One complete scan of the ith frame refers to
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traversing the set of pixel locations, ξi, once. After completing
a scan, the elements of ξi that represent pixel locations whose
values were changed during the scan are removed from the set
ξi. This gives us a different set ξi for the next possible scan.

After a complete scan of the frame DEi, before initiating
the next scan, we check whether another scan is needed or not.
This is done by checking for convergence. For example, we
could say that the frame DEi has converged to its final form
if the number of pixel changes in the (last) completed scan
is below a certain value. Different convergence criteria could
be used, however. The scan is only repeated on the enhanced
frame DEi, if the convergence criterion is not met. Note that if
a scan is repeated with a different pixel traversal strategy, then
the ordering of elements of the set ξi is accordingly changed
before beginning the scan. If the convergence criterion has
been satisfied, then the algorithm moves on to enhance the next
frame DEi+1. This process is continued until all frames have
been processed in a sequence, at which point, the enhanced
video Vde is the halftone video with reduced DWE.

To enhance the understanding of the algorithm depicted in
Fig. 1, we make some observations. During any scan of the
ith frame DEi, wi,j (∈ ξi) denotes the spatial coordinates of
the jth pixel whose value is trial changed. DEwi,j

i denotes the
enhanced frame DEi after the pixel at location wi,j is trial
changed. The corresponding perceived error frame is given by:

Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c = (Ci −DE
wi,j

i ) ∗ p (15)

The perceived total squared error of DEwi,j

i (with respect to
Ci), Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total is given by:

Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c,total =
∑
m

∑
n

∣∣∣Ẽwi,j

i,de,c (m,n)
∣∣∣2 (16)

It is important to note that Ẽwi,j

i,de,c,total is the total perceived
error between DEi, and Ci due to all pixel changes that have
been accepted thus far, including the changes accepted in the
previous scans of DEi, as well as the trial change at pixel
location wi,j (∈ ξi).

The value of the threshold T0 controls the amount of DWE
reduction in the enhanced halftone video Vde. T0 also controls
any degradation in the spatial quality of the frame DEi that
might occur as a result of DWE reduction. A lower value
of T0 will favor a higher spatial quality of the frame at the
expense of not reducing DWE as effectively. A higher value
of T0 will reduce DWE more, but could potentially result in
the deterioration of the perceptual quality of individual frames.
Observe from Fig. 1 that if T0 is set to zero, the enhanced
(output) frames would theoretically have at least as good a
perceptual spatial quality (as defined by the measure of (16))
as the original (input) halftone frames. The frames could, of
course, differ in how the binary pixels are spatially distributed.
Using a higher value of T0 could alleviate DWE more, but
would likely degrade the frames’ spatial quality more.

The DWE reduction algorithm developed in this section
is computationally inefficent. To appreciate this fact, please
refer to Fig. 1 to note that the evaluation of (Ẽwi,j

i,de,c,total −
Ẽi,d,c,total ≤ T0) is done for each pixel in ξi. For the

evaluation of this expression, both Ẽwi,j

i,de,c,total and Ẽi,d,c,total
need to be computed. Of these two, Ẽi,d,c,total needs to be
computed once per frame. However, Ẽwi,j

i,de,c,total needs to
be computed for each pixel trial change in the (enhanced)
frame DEi. Note from (15) and (16), that the evaluation
of Ẽwi,j

i,de,c,total requires a convolution operation between the
error image (Ci − DE

wi,j

i ) and the HVS filter p. Even if a
complete image convolution is not carried out to update the
value of Ẽwi,j

i,de,c,total to reflect the effect of trial change, its
evaluation would still involve several pixels of the error image
(Ci−DE

wi,j

i ). Thus, this operation is computationally expen-
sive rendering the algorithm of Fig. 1 relatively inefficient
computationally.

B. Algorithm II: Computationally Efficient Reduction of Dirty-
window-effect under Spatial Quality Constraint

To make the idea introduced in Section III-A computation-
ally feasible, in this section, a variant of the algorithm of
Fig. 1 is developed. The resulting modified algorithm reduces
DWE in a computationally more efficient manner.

It was discussed in the previous section that evaluating
the effect of a trial change is computationally expensive. An
efficient method to evaluate the effect of trial pixel changes
has been described in [36], [37]. We would like to use that
efficient evaluation of trial changes [36], [37] in our algorithm.
To describe how the algorithm of this section is computa-
tionally more feasible, we introduce some more notation. Let
∆Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total be the change in perceptual error that results
due to the trial change in the value of the pixel at location
wi,j in the ith enhanced frame, DEi. Let Ẽδi,de,c,total be the
perceptual error between DEi and Ci before the pixel located
at wi,j is changed for trial. Thus, ∆Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total is:

∆Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c,total =

{
Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c,total − Ẽδi,de,c,total for 2 ≤ j ≤M ·N ,

Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c,total − Ẽi,d,c,total for j = 1.
(17)

Let us assume that the pixel located at wi,1 is trial-changed.
Note that, based on our notation introduced thus far, this
is the first pixel location undergoing a trial change in the
ith frame DEi. If we want to use the efficient method of
evaluating ∆Ẽ

wi,1

i,de,c,total, as proposed in [36], [37], we will
need correlation matrices cpp and cpẼi,de,c

. These correlation
matrices are given by:

cpp = p⊗ p (18)

cpẼi,de,c
= p⊗ Ẽi,de,c (19)

where ⊗ represents the two-dimensional correlation operation.
Let us define ai(wi,j) to be:

ai(wi,j) = NOT (DEi−1(wi,j))−DEi(wi,j) (20)

where the logical NOT operation toggles the (binary) value
of DEi−1(wi,j).

Since the pixel values are binary and wi,j ∈ ξi, the value of
ai(wi,j) will be either 1 or -1. Recall from (14), ξi represents
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Fig. 1. Reducing DWE in a binary halftone video using Algorithm I.

the ordered set of pixel locations that have the same value
between the current and the preceding halftone frames. The
derivation explained in detail in [36] shows that ∆Ẽ

wi,1

i,de,c,total

can be evaluated using ai(wi,1), cpp and cpẼi,de,c
as:

∆Ẽ
wi,1

i,de,c,total = a2i (wi,1)cpp(0)− 2ai(wi,1)cpẼi,de,c
(wi,1)

(21)
The above expression is for j = 1. The evaluation of
∆Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total for j > 1 is done similarly.
The correlation matrix cpp is dependent on the HVS

filter used, and thus stays the same for the entire video.
Therefore, cpp needs to be evaluated only once. The cross-
correlation matrix cpẼi,de,c

must change everytime DEi, and

hence ∆Ẽ
wi,1

i,de,c,total, changes. This happens whenever a trial
change in DEi is accepted. The initial matrix cpẼi,de,c

is
calculated once per frame and, thereafter, only needs to be
updated whenever a trial change in the enhanced frame DEi
is accepted. This updating operation has also been derived in
[36], and, if a trial change has been accepted in DEi at pixel
location wi,j , cpẼi,de,c

is updated using:
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cpẼi,de,c
(l) = cpẼi,de,c

(l)− ai(wi,j)cpp(l − wi,j) (22)

where l = (m,n)T denotes a pixel location in cpẼi,de,c
.

Note that in the evaluation of ∆Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c,total, only scalar
arithmetic is needed. Computational efficiency is, therefore,
achieved by the algorithm described in this section.

Fig. 2 depicts the algorithm that achieves DWE reduction
in a computationally efficient manner. As the processing
of a frame begins, Ẽi,de,c,total is evaluated before making
any changes. Note that at this point, Ẽi,de,c,total is equal
to Ẽi,d,c,total, since the initial DEi is equal to Di. This
initial value of Ẽi,de,c,total is assigned to Ēi,de,c,total. Now,
to evaluate the effect of any subsequent trial change (in
pixel value of a location wi,j in the enhanced frame DEi),
(Ēi,de,c,total + ∆Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total) is compared against (Ẽi,d,c,total
+ T0). If (Ēi,de,c,total + ∆Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total) is less than or equal
to (Ẽi,d,c,total + T0), then the trial change does not increase
the perceptual error of DEi by more than T0 relative to the
perceptual error of Di. When this is so, the trial change is
accepted. Otherwise, the trial change is rejected, and the pixel
value is changed back to its original value. Similar to the
algorithm of Section III-A, T0 still controls the amount of
(spatial) perceptual error introduced in frame DEi during the
process of DWE reduction. If the trial change is accepted, then
Ēi,de,c,total is updated as:

Ēi,de,c,total = Ēi,de,c,total + ∆Ẽ
wi,j

i,de,c,total (23)

Note that the update suggested in (23) needs to be done
everytime a pixel value is changed in the ith enhanced frame,
DEi. This update ensures that, at any moment, Ēi,de,c,total
reflects the actual perceptual error of the enhanced frame DEi
due to all pixel changes that have taken place thus far. Note
that doing so enables Ēi,de,c,total to track the total perceptual
error of the enhanced frame DEi during the enhancement
process. This enables the algorithm to decide whether to accept
a trial change or not.

C. Algorithm III: Reduction of Dirty-window-effect under
Spatial and Temporal Quality Constraints

The enhancement algorithms introduced in Sections III-A
and III-B reduce DWE while attempting to constrain any
resulting additional degradation in the spatial quality of the
constituent frames of the halftone video that is being enhanced.
In Section III-A, we briefly mentioned the possibility of the
introduction of flicker, a temporal artifact, as a result of DWE
reduction. Thus far, we have not talked about how introduction
of flicker gets controlled in the process of reducing DWE in
medium frame-rate binary video halftones. The DWE reduc-
tion results of Section III-B report any change in the Flicker
Index, which is a measure of flicker [1]. Note that the reduction
of DWE generally resulted in the introduction of flicker. The
relationship between flicker and DWE has been discussed in
detail in [1]. In this section, we discuss how flicker can be
controlled besides controlling the frames’ spatial quality in
the process of DWE reduction.

The algorithms of Sections III-A and III-B constrain the
introduction of additional spatial perceptual error using a
threshold T0. The control parameter T0 also affects the intro-
duction of flicker. A lower value of T0 means fewer additional
spatial artifacts, if any. A lower T0 also means less reduction in
DWE. Lesser reduction in DWE could generally mean lesser
additional flicker in the enhanced video. Thus, T0 has an
impact on both spatial quality and flicker. Using T0 to control
the tradeoff between flicker and DWE is not the best way
though. This is so because T0 is also “tied” to the spatial
quality of the frames of the halftone video.

We would like to introduce an additional parameter in
the DWE reduction algorithm of this section to separately
control flicker. Doing so will help “decouple” the control of
temporal and spatial quality during the enhancement process.
This might, for example, be desirable in situations where a
lower spatial quality might be acceptable but a higher flicker
is not. The control parameter T0 does not explicitly specify
the (spatial) regions where reducing DWE is more critical.
The additional control parameter of this section is aimed to
give us that capability. In doing so, the algorithm introduced in
this section utilizes the temporal artifact assessment framework
detailed in [1].

For the preceding two sections, ξi, as defined by (14), is
the ordered set of pixel locations that have the same values
between the two adjacent frames DEi and DEi−1. Recall that
the elements of ξi are indexed by j with the jth element of
ξi denoted by wi,j . For the algorithms of the preceding two
sections (Figs. 1 and 2), all pixel locations belonging to ξi are
candidates for a trial change. The development of the DWE
assessment framework in [1], however, suggests that not all
pixel locations belonging to ξi contribute to the perception
of DWE equally. Therefore, we need not consider every pixel
location belonging to ξi (as defined by (14)) for a trial change.

For the algorithm of this section, we modify the defi-
nition of ξi based on the DWE assessment framework of
[1]. It was shown in [1] that a higher value of the product
(1−SSIM{Ci, Ci−1}(m,n))·(1−Wi(m,n)) meant that any
pixels that have the same value at location (m,n) of successive
halftone frames contribute more to the perception of DWE.
Here SSIM{Ci, Ci−1} refers to the Structural Similarity
(SSIM) Index Map [38] evaluated between the continuous-
tone frames Ci and Ci−1 and scaled to have its pixels take
values between 0 and 1 inclusive. Furthermore, Wi represents
an image that has pixels with values approximating the local
contrast content of the continuous-tone frame Ci [1].

Therefore, the pixels locations that should be trial changed
in the enhanced frame DEi can be determined by checking
the value of the product (1− SSIM{Ci, Ci−1}(wi,j)) · (1−
Wi(wi,j)). For this section, ξi is redefined as:

ξi = {wi,j : (DEi(wi,j) = DEi−1(wi,j))}∩
{wi,j : (1− SSIM{Ci, Ci−1}(wi,j)) · (1−Wi(wi,j)) > τdwe}

(24)

where τdwe is a threshold that, besides the threshold T0,
controls the degree by which DWE gets reduced. τdwe, and
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Fig. 2. Reducing DWE in a binary halftone video using Algorithm II. The algorithm depicted here is computationally more efficient than the algorithm
depicted in Fig. 1. Algorithm III defines ξi differently, but otherwise is the same as algorithm II.

T0 are the two parameters of the algorithm of this section.
The value of T0, as discussed earlier, mainly impacts the
reduction of DWE, and the individual frame quality of the
enhanced video Vde. τdwe determines the pixel locations where
DWE needs to be reduced, and in the process, it controls
the introduction of flicker. A lower value of τdwe means that
possibly more pixels will be trial changed. This could possibly
result in a lower DWE, if the trial changes are accepted. This
could also result in higher flicker. Regardless of the value of
τdwe, any degradation in the perceptual quality of individual

frames of Vde is still controlled by T0.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of reducing
DWE in medium frame rate binary halftone videos
using implementations based on the concepts depicted
in Fig. 2. We first describe the results of video halftone
enhancement using Algorithm II, and then the results
obtained using Algorithm III. The original halftone
videos and their enhanced versions can be viewed by
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following the website link at [39]. If the provided link
http://users.ece.utexas.edu/˜bevans/papers/2012/videohalftoning/index.html
does not work by a direct click on the link shown in the
electronic version of this paper, please type the website
address (link) directly in your browser.

The search space for a suitable pattern of binary pixels
in a frame is finite. For each MxN binary frame, there can
be 2MN possible frames to choose from and the algorithms
proposed in this paper converge. As discussed in Section
III-A, there are different possibilities for convergence criterion
used to determine whether the processing of a frame was
complete. For generating the enhancement results presented
here, convergence criterion was checked after two full scans
of the frame (as opposed to the suggestion of one full scan in
Fig. 2). The two successive scans, completed before checking
convergence criterion, comprised of a horizontal and a vertical
raster scan. Also, a trial change in the value of the pixel located
at wi,j was accepted if (Ēi,de,c,total + ∆Ẽ

wi,j

i,de,c,total) was less
than (Ẽi,d,c,total + T0). For the initial threshold, a value of
T0 = 0 was used. The error metric, used to constrain the
degradation of spatial quality of a frame, is dependent on
the HVS filter implementation. Any filter used to represent
the HVS is typically tuned to a particular application [35].
The tuning might require modification of the filter parameters
to suit the needs of the display designer. We have used an
HVS filter based on Nasanen’s model [32] that has already
been discussed in this paper. The parameter values used were
a = 131.6, b = 0.3188, c = 0.525, d = 3.91, and L = 400.
We used a filter support of 11x11 pixels and assumed a screen
resolution of 94 pixels per inch, as well as a viewing distance
of 12 inches.

Before attempting DWE reduction, some preprocessing was
performed on the input halftone and continuous-tone videos.
The continuous-tone video, Vc was pre-processed by perform-
ing an edge sharpening operation on each of its frames. The
first frame of the halftone video, Vd, was improved using the
DBS algorithm [40].

It was shown in [1], [22] that the frame-independent ordered
dither (FIOD) method produces videos with excessive DWE.
In the FIOD method, the first halftone sequence is formed by
using ordered-dither technique on each frame independently
[1]. For ordered-dither, the threshold array was formed by
using a 32x32 void-and-cluster mask [41]. Since FIOD method
produces halftones with excessive DWE, for halftone video
enhancement, we demonstrate the results of enhancement done
on the videos generated using FIOD.

Standard continuous-tone video sequences were used for
testing at 30 frames per second (fps) [42]. The videos dis-
played at 15 fps were formed by halftoning a downsampled
version of these continuous-tone sequences. These videos were
halftoned using FIOD method, and were then enhanced by our
algorithm. Table II describes the videos used.

Figs. 3 through 8 compare the performance of the videos
generated using the FIOD algorithm with the videos enhanced
using Algorithm II. The DWE performance is evaluated using
the DWE Index, DWE, of [1]. The flicker performance is
evaluated using the Flicker Index, F , of [1]. F and DWE can
take values between 0 and 1 inclusive. A higher value of F

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF 30 FPS AND 15 FPS VIDEOS.

Sequence Frames Frames Spatial Resolution
(30 fps) (15 fps) (in Pixels)

Caltrain 33 17 400x512
Tempete 150 75 240x352

Miss America 150 75 288x360
Susie 75 38 240x352
Tennis 150 75 240x352
Trevor 99 50 256x256
Garden 61 31 240x352

Salesman 449 225 288x360
Football 60 30 240x352

means higher flicker. Similarly, a higher value of DWE means
more DWE. In medium frame-rate binary halftone videos
produced from grayscale continuous-tone videos, flicker and
DWE are related [1]. Please refer to [1] for a more in-
depth analysis of flicker and DWE in medium frame-rate
binary halftone videos. To assess how well the enhancement
algorithm preserves the spatial quality of the input halftone
videos, a spatial quality assessment measure is needed. To
assess the results, it is better to use a measure for spatial
quality that was not utilized in the design of the algorithm.
Therefore, a measure different than the spatial error measure
used to enhance the videos is utilized.

We use a spatial quality measure based on the Structural
Similarity (SSIM) index [38]. It is a full-reference measure.
As its name suggests, the SSIM index attempts to quantify the
loss of structural information in the distorted image. We use
the original mean SSIM index (MSSIM) [38] that can take
values between -1 and 1 inclusive. The MSSIM index [38]
gives a value for each frame. To get a single number for the
entire video, we compute average of the MSSIM index for all
the frames in the video.

Let us formalize this discussion. Let Si(Ci, Di) denote a
measure of spatial perceptual quality of the ith halftone frame
Di with respect to the continuous-tone frame Ci. Let S(Vc, Vd)
represent the Spatial Quality Index of the halftone video Vd
with respect to the continuous-tone video Vc. The Spatial
Quality Index S(Vc, Vd) for the halftone video with a total
of I frames is then:

S(Vc, Vd) =

∑
i Si(Ci, Di)

I
for i > 0 (25)

We set Si(Ci, Di) equal to MSSIM(Ci,Di) of [38]. For F , and
DWE, a lower value indicates better performance. However,
a lower value of S indicates worse spatial quality.

The results of our implementation are shown in Figs. 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. In the bar charts of Figs. 3 and 6,
note the considerable improvement in DWE performance, as
shown by a lower value of the DWE Index, DWE. However,
considerable flicker has also been introduced as shown by an
increase in the Flicker Index, F in Figs. 4 and 7. It can
be seen in Figs. 5 and 8 that the value of spatial quality
measure S for the original and the enhanced halftone videos
is generally fairly close indicating that the spatial quality of
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the halftone videos is not reduced by much, if at all, using our
implementation of the enhancement algorithm.

Fig. 3. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 30 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of DWE indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm II (Section III-B). Note the reduction of DWE
in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 4. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 30 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of F indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm II (Section III-B). Note the flicker increase
in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 5. The Spatial Quality Index, S (based on [38]), for 30 fps FIOD and
enhanced halftone videos. Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm II
(Section III-B). A higher value of S indicates better performance. Note the
spatial quality stays relatively unaffected in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 6. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 15 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of DWE indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm II (Section III-B). Note the reduction of DWE
in the enhanced videos.
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Fig. 7. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 15 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of F indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm II (Section III-B). Note the flicker increase
in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 8. The Spatial Quality Index, S (based on [38]), for 15 fps FIOD and
enhanced halftone videos. Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm II
(Section III-B). A higher value of S indicates better performance. Note the
spatial quality stays relatively unaffected in the enhanced videos.

Next, we present the results of reducing DWE under spatial
and temporal quality constraints using Algorithm III. The en-
hancement algorithm implementation used for producing these
results is based on the DWE reduction concepts discussed in
Section III-C. The general flow of algorithm implementation
is based on Fig. 2 but with ξi defined by (24).

We report the results on 30 fps using Figs. 9, 10, and 11.
Figs. 12, 13, and 14 depict the enhancement performance
for 15 fps videos. For the results reported in this paper,
τdwe = 0.1. Note that the spatial quality of the two (input
and enhanced) videos is fairly close for the tested sequences.
Compare these results with the results reported depicted in
the bar charts of Figs. 3 through 8 to note that while there
is less reduction in DWE in halftones enhanced using the
modified algorithm of Section III-C, the increase in flicker
is smaller than the increase observed in Figs. 4 and 7. This is
what was expected of the enhancement algorithm modification

proposed in Section III-C. The additional (control) parameter
τdwe is used to provide a balance between DWE and flicker
performance of the enhanced video. The results shown in
Figs. 9, 10, 12, and 13 confirm this.

Fig. 9. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 30 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of DWE indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm III (Section III-C). Note the reduction of
DWE in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 10. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 30 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of F indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm III (Section III-C). Compared to Fig. 4, note
the relatively lower increase in flicker of the enhanced videos.
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Fig. 11. The Spatial Quality Index, S (based on [38]), for 30 fps FIOD and
enhanced halftone videos. Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm
III (Section III-C). A higher value of S indicates better performance. Note
the spatial quality stays relatively unaffected in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 12. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 15 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of DWE indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm III (Section III-C). Note the reduction of
DWE in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 13. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 15 fps FIOD and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of F indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm III (Section III-C). Compared to Fig. 7, note
the relatively lower increase in flicker of the enhanced videos.

Fig. 14. The Spatial Quality Index, S (based on [38]), for 15 fps FIOD and
enhanced halftone videos. Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm
III (Section III-C). A higher value of S indicates better performance. Note
the spatial quality stays relatively unaffected in the enhanced videos.

V. FLICKER AND DWE PERFORMANCE OF SOME OTHER
HALFTONE GENERATION METHODS

The primary goal of the algorithms proposed in this paper is
to reduce DWE. Thus far we have shown how that is done by
reducing DWE in FIOD halftone videos. Now we present the
flicker and DWE performance of halftone videos generated
using four video halftone generation methods [1], [3], [22],
[43]. The video halftone generation methods used to generate
the videos discussed in this section include Gotsman’s method
(GM) [3], Modified Gotsman’s method (MGM) [1], [22],
Frame-independent Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion (FIFSED)
[43], and Frame-dependent Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion
(FDFSED) [1], [22]. In this section, we also provide more
enhancement results obtained by reducing DWE in 30 fps
videos that were originally generated using GM [3].
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Figs. 15 and 16 show the flicker and DWE performance of
30 fps halftone videos generated using GM, MGM, FIFSED,
and FDFSED algorithms. Figs. 17 and 18 show the flicker and
DWE performance of 15 fps halftone videos generated using
GM, MGM, FIFSED, and FDFSED. The purpose of the results
reported in these figures is to give the audience an opportunity
to see how FIOD and the enhancement methods of Section III
compare with some other methods in terms of flicker and DWE
performance. This comparison can also facilitate the choice
of a video halftone generation algorithm or an enhancement
algorithm for any particular application/device.

The algorithms proposed in this paper are suitable for
enhancing videos that suffer from excessive DWE. Note
in Figs. 15, 16, 17, and 18 that videos generated using
FIFSED suffer from minimal DWE. These videos (generated
using FIFSED) are an example of videos that do not require
DWE enhancement, and thus will not benefit (much) from
enhancement using the proposed techniques of this paper. In
the previous section, we have presented the results of reducing
DWE in halftone videos produced using FIOD. In general,
as can be seen from the flicker and DWE data presented
thus far, FIOD produces excessive DWE. To serve as another
example of DWE reduction using our proposed methods, we
now demonstrate the results of reducing DWE in 30 fps video
halftones originally produced using GM [3]. The halftone
videos generated using GM [3] and the enhanced halftone
videos can be viewed at [39]. We first use Algorithm II
(Section III-B). Figs. 19, 20, and 21 show the results of
enhancing the halftone videos produced using GM. In Fig. 19,
note the significant reduction in DWE. As you would expect,
in Fig. 20, note the resulting increase in flicker. Since the
spatial quality of each halftone frame was attempted to be
preserved in Algorithm II, observe in Fig. 21 that the spatial
quality is relatively unaffected.

Figs. 22, 23, and 24 show the results of the enhancement
of GM halftone videos using Algorithm III (Section III-C). In
Fig. 22, note the reduction in DWE. Note that the reduction in
DWE is not as much as achieved using Algorithm II (Fig. 19).
Nevertheless, the reduction in DWE is still quite remarkable.
On the other hand, in Fig. 23, note the resulting increase
in flicker is smaller than that observed using Algorithm II
(Fig. 20). Finally, since Algorithm III also attempts to prevent
reduction in the spatial quality of each halftone frame, observe
in Fig. 24 that the spatial quality is relatively unaffected.

Fig. 15. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 30 fps GM [3], MGM [1], FIFSED
[43], and FDFSED [1] halftone videos. A lower value of DWE indicates
better performance.

Fig. 16. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 30 fps GM [3], MGM [1], FIFSED
[43], and FDFSED [1] halftone videos. A lower value of F indicates better
performance.

Fig. 17. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 15 fps GM [3], MGM [1], FIFSED
[43], and FDFSED [1] halftone videos. A lower value of DWE indicates
better performance.
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Fig. 18. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 15 fps GM [3], MGM [1], FIFSED
[43], and FDFSED [1] halftone videos. A lower value of F indicates better
performance.

Fig. 19. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 30 fps GM [3] and enhanced
halftone videos. A lower value of DWE indicates better performance.
Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm II (Section III-B). Note the
reduction of DWE in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 20. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 30 fps GM [3] and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of F indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm II (Section III-B). Note the flicker increase
in the enhanced videos.
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Fig. 21. The Spatial Quality Index, S (based on [38]), for 30 fps GM [3] and
enhanced halftone videos. Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm II
(Section III-B). A higher value of S indicates better performance.

Fig. 22. The DWE Index, DWE [1], for 30 fps GM [3] and enhanced
halftone videos. A lower value of DWE indicates better performance.
Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm III (Section III-C). Note the
reduction of DWE in the enhanced videos.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes three algorithms for DWE reduction
in medium frame-rate binary video halftones. The first two
algorithms reduce DWE under a spatial quality constraint.
The third algorithm reduces DWE under both spatial and
temporal quality constraints. Results of reducing DWE using
two algorithms are presented and compared. The results depict
a reduction in DWE. This paper also presents the flicker
and DWE performance of several video halftone generation
algorithms.

The algorithms proposed in this paper potentially improve
the DWE performance of a halftone video. This was done
using a relatively simpler HVS model. Based on the con-
tributions of this paper, several research avenues could be
explored. A potential future contribution could be to compare
the performance of the proposed algorithms using different
and possibly more sophisticated models of the HVS. Another

Fig. 23. The Flicker Index, F [1], for 30 fps GM [3] and enhanced halftone
videos. A lower value of F indicates better performance. Halftone videos
were enhanced using Algorithm III (Section III-C). Note the flicker increase
in the enhanced videos.

Fig. 24. The Spatial Quality Index, S (based on [38]), for 30 fps GM [3] and
enhanced halftone videos. Halftone videos were enhanced using Algorithm III
(Section III-C). A higher value of S indicates better performance.

related contribution could be to analyze the trade-off between
computational complexity and the sophistication of the HVS
model used.
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